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Abstract. In the context of web service procurement (WSP), temporal–awareness
refers to managing service demands and offers which are subject to validity peri-
ods, i.e. their evaluation depends not only on quality of service (QoS) values but
also on time. For example, the QoS of some web services can be considered criti-
cal in working hours (9:00 to 17:00 from Monday to Friday) and irrelevant at any
other moment. Until now, the expressiveness of such temporal–aware specifica-
tions has been quite limited. As far as we know, most proposals have considered
validity periods to be composed of a single temporal interval. Other proposals,
which could allow more expressive time–dependent specifications, have not per-
formed a detailed study about all the underlying complexities of such approach,
in spite of the fact that dealing with complex expressions on temporality is not a
trivial task at all. As a matter of fact, it requires a special design of the so–called
procurement tasks (consistency and conformance checking, and optimal selec-
tion). In this paper, we present a constraint–based approach to temporal–aware
WSP. Using constraints allows a great deal of expressiveness, so that not only de-
mands and offers can be assigned validity periods but also their conditions can be
assigned (possibly multiple) validity temporal subintervals. Apart from revising
the semantics of procurement tasks, which we previously presented in the first
edition of the ICSOC conferences, we also introduce the notion of the covering
set of a demand, a topic which is closely related to temporality.
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1 Introduction
Web service procurement (WSP)—including automated search and selection—of the
best web services according to their offered quality of service (QoS) is an activity which
is gaining importance in the development of enterprise–level systems with a service–
oriented architecture (SOA) [18, 24].

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Web services, as a particular case of software packages, must be selected according
to user requirements [3, 4]. On the one hand, these user requirements, to which we
refer to as demands, are usually specified using boolean expressions, i.e. conditions on
attributes describing the desired QoS of a service, for example1 		
   . On
the other hand, web service providers usually guarantee the QoS of the service they
provide, i.e. their offers, for example 
  
   .
Procurement is the process of finding the best offer for a given demand [18]. Its
typical scenario is: (1) a provider advertises its offers in a repository, (2) a customer
asks its matchmaker for an offer to meet its demands, and (3) the matchmaker searches
for matching offers, returning a result which may be an optimal offer according to a
given customer criterion, or a failure message if no matching offer is found [21].
Temporality is an important aspect of WSP. If a demand or offer is subject to a
validity period, it is said to be temporal–aware. As an example, in order to specify a
(part of a) demand as “the MTTF of the web service at working hours (9:00 to 17:00,
Monday to Friday) should be (at least) of 99%, otherwise 90%”, we would require
to define multiple, periodical validity periods associated to concrete conditions of the
demand. Other temporal aspects to be taken into consideration are the granularity of
time points, periods and durations, and the different time zones in which demands and
offers (D&O) can be available.
Not only it is necessary to extend the current models in WSP in order to improve
their expressivess regarding temporality, but it is also needed to re–think the so–called
procurement tasks, i.e. consistency and conformance checkings, and optimal selection,
because of the non-trivial, intrinsic semantics of temporal expressions. For example,
in a non-temporal-aware context we define the notion of pessimistic conformance so
that an offer is conformant to a demand iff all the quality values guaranteed by the
offer satisfy the conditions imposed by the demand. Let imagine a dummy demand and
offer which were constituted by only a validity period, with no conditions regarding any
quality attribute. If the validity period of the offer were included in the validity period of
the demand, then such offer could be considered as conformant. But this is not the case,
because the offer does not cover the validity period of the demand, so the offer is not
conformant. In general, if temporality is taken into account, the notions of consistency,
conformance, and optimal selection must be revised.
Until now—to the best of our knowledge— proposals allow a demand or an offer to
have a validity period composed of only a single temporal interval. Only a few of them
allows more complex temporal expressions, but most of them have not provided a de-
tailed study about the underlying complexities of operations due to temporal semantics.
In this paper, we present an approach to temporal–aware WSP which is based on
constraint programming (CP). It is based on notions introduced in our previous non–
temporal–aware, constraint–based approach to WSP [15, 18]. Using CP for WSP en-
tails some advantages. First, D&O can be stated declaratively, endowing the symmetric
model with a very powerful expressiveness so that D&O can be specified with the same
expressiveness. Thus, offers are not limited to single parameter–value pairs. Moreover,
it is not necessary to write specific procedures for procurement tasks because they are
implemented by checking properties of D&O by means of a constraint solver.
1 MTTF stands for mean time to failure.
Figure 1 shows an illustrative example of a temporal-aware demand. It is written
in QRL (Quality Requirements Language), which is a language specifically devised
for that purpose by one of the authors of this work as part of his PhD thesis [17].
This example is intended to be self–explanatory, in order to give an overview of the
expressiveness of our approach. First, the demand establishes the Central Europe time
zone (UTC/GMT+1). Then, it defines the global validity period (VP) together with
other validity periods. The working hours VP is composed of some periodical temporal
intervals, whereas the home hours VP is computed from the global VP and the previous
one. Another valididy period is season which is non-periodical.
Note the validity periods can be assigned to conditions of the demand, so that the
conditions on the same quality attributes are different at working hours or home hours.
The season VP indicates the dates between which the cost of using the service should
not be greater than 10  . The demand’s host is always in Spain at any time of the global
VP.
Note also the assessment criteria include utility functions which depends upon time.
These functions are defined in a piecewise–like way. Each point is associated to the
corresponding utility value (between  and  ), so that two consecutive points form a
segment of the function. Utility functions are weighted by their grades of importance.
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Fig. 1. An example of temporal-aware demand written in QRL
We also introduce the notion of covering. Since it is possible that none of the avail-
able offers were conformant to a given demand because they did not cover it, one could
think of selecting several offers which are grouped together, in order to build a confor-
mant offer which covers the validity period of the demand.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, Section 2 introduces the theo-
retical basis for interpreting the temporal-aware procurement tasks by means of CSP, so
that Section 3 presents our proposal to model them. Next, Section 4 provides a review
of the state–of–the–art. Finaly, Section 5 concludes the paper and presents the future
work.
2 Constraint Programming in a Nutshell
Constraint programming (CP) is the study of computational models and systems based
on contraints. CP is becoming a very interesting alternative to the modeling of opti-
mization problems because of its potential to solve hard, real–life problems, and its
declarative nature. A problem expressed as a set of constraints is formalized as a con-
traint satisfaction (optimization) problem (CSP) [5, 7, 8].
2.1 Basic Definitions
In this section, we introduce CP as the underlying formalism of our approach for ex-
pressing D&O. The core of our proposal was a set of definitions used to rigorously
define the so–called procurement tasks.
Definition 1 (CSP). A CSP is a three–tuple of the form * +-, ./, 021 where +43576 is a
finite set of variables, .83596 is a finite set of domains (one for each variable) and 0 is
a set of constraints defined on + .
For instance, for the following CSP * : ;<, => , : ? @ A A B C , ? @ A A B C > , : ;EDF=HGJI, ;-KL=NMPO > 1 ,
the assignment Q 5 : ;/RS8B , =HRS8@ > is one of its solutions.
Definition 2 (Solution Space). Let T be a CSP of the form * +-, ./, 021 , its solution
space, denoted as U V W * TX1 , is composed of all its possible solutions.
U V W * TL1
5
:LQZY/+[S8.]\ QE* 01->
where QE* 021 holds iff each assignment in Q satisfies every constraint in 0 .
In the previous example the solution space is : : ;NRS^O , =RS8@ > , : ;/RS_B , =HRS_@ > ,
: ;LRS`B , =-RSaO > > .
Definition 3 (Satisfiability). Let T be a CSP of the form * +X, .b, 01 , T is said to be
satisfiable, denoted as U c d * TL1 , iff its solution space is not empty.
U c d * TL1-e^U V W * TL123
596
Definition 4 (Minimum Space and Value). Let T be a CSP of the form * +-, ./, 021 ,
its minimum space with regard to an objective function f , denoted as gh ij<* TF, f21 , is
composed of all the solutions of T that minimize f . Its minimum value with regard to
f , denoted as gh ikL* TF, f21 , is the value the objective function takes on gHh ij<* T2, f1 .
gHh ij<* T2, f1
5
:LQZY/U V W * TX1J\LlQmYbU V W * TL1/n-f* Q1Lo9fH* Qm 1->
gHh ikL* T2, f1
59p
eqlQbY/gh ij<* TF, f21/n-fH* Q1
59p
For instance, consider the CSP in the previous example and an objective function
defined as f* ;E, = 1 5 ;r = . In this case, gh ij<* T2, f1 5 : : ;aRSsO , =`RSt@ > ,
: ;/RS8B , =HRS8@ > > . The minimum value is 0.
2.2 Filters and Projections
In general, the solution space of a CSP can be restricted by means of intersecting a
second CSP.
Filters A filter is a kind of selection, which allows to obtain a CSP whose solution
space has been restricted to those solutions containing a (possibly partial) assignment
over the variables.
Definition 5 (Filtering). Let u be a CSP of the form v w-x y/x z2{ , and
|}/~`  F4 
x    x
 4   an assignment defined over the k variables in JŁw ,
the filtering of u on | } , denoted as u-             , is another CSP defined on w and
y whose constraint set z2 is z wherein as many equality constraints as assignments in
|} have been added.
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In the previous example, the filtering over |}b~a b  results in a CSP whose
solution space is   /4 x H8  x  N^ x H8   .
Projections A projection is another kind of selection, which allows to obtain those
values which take a set of variables whenever the CSP is satisfiable.
Definition 6 (Projection). Let u be a CSP of the form v wXx ybx z{ , and  a set of vari-
ables such that a7w , the projection of u over  , denoted as uE } , is another CSP
defined on  and y } whose solution space is composed of values of variables in 
which are part of any solution in    ¡ v uL{ .
   ¡ v uE
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where y } 9y is the set of domains of variables in  .
In the previous example, the projection of the solution space over  ~[  results
in   /4  x  /8   .
3 Temporal-Aware Procurement using Constraint Programming
In [15, 18], we described how CP can help automating the procurement tasks, i.e. the
checking for consistency and conformance, and selection of optimal offers. The key
to automating the procurement tasks is to map D&O onto CSPs. In order to do so,
each attribute must be mapped onto a variable with its corresponding domain, and each
condition must be mapped onto a constraint.
In this section, we review these notions in order to make them temporal-aware. We
assume a linear, discrete time-structure based on natural numbers. Time elements are
point times and temporal intervals. A temporal interval is given by two time points
representing their extremes.
3.1 Demands and Offers
Demands assert the conditions the provider shall meet, whereas offers assert the con-
ditions a provider guarantees2. Regarding temporality, all D&O are considered as (by
default) temporal-aware, i.e. they all have a validity period and their inner conditions
can (optionally) establish time-dependent demand requirements or offer guarantees. If
a D&O does not have an explicit validity period, it will be supposed to have an infinite
temporal interval.
Let ¦ denote a demand, and § denote an offer. Their corresponding CSP are denoted
as ¨-© and ¨Eª , respectively. Let « denote a demand or offer. Any demand or offer « has
an (implicit) temporal variable, denoted as ¬ , so that its domain ­® corresponds to the
validity period. Inner conditions of D&O are based on QoS attributes and (eventually)
the temporal variable, so that distinct temporal subintervals can be assigned to them,
provided these subintervals are included in the validity period.
¯°
stands for a CSP of the form ± ¬² ­H® ² ³ ´ µ¶ · whose its solution space corresponds
to the validity period of « . Note ¬ ¸F¹
¯°
is a shorthand for an assignment at time ¬ ¸
which belongs to the validity period.
For instance, the following tuples denote an offer §-º and two demands ¦ º and ¦ » :
§-ºL¼P± ½ ¾E² ¬¿ ² ½ À Á Â Â Ã Ä ² À Å Â Â Æ Á Ä ¿ ² ½ ¬N¹ZÀ Å Â Â Ç È ÄÉ8È Ê¾FÊEË² ¬b¹ZÀ Ç ËÂ Â Æ Á ÄÉ4Ç Ê¾FÊ-Æ ¿ ·
¦ ºL¼`± ½ ¾<² ¬¿ ² ½ À Á Â Â Ã Ä ² À Å Â Â Ç Ë Ä ¿ ² ½ ¬N¹ZÀ Å Â Â Ç Ë ÄÉ_¾Ì-Æ ¿ ·
¦ »2¼P± ½ ¾E² ¬¿ ² ½ À Á Â Â Ã Ä ² À Å Â Â Ç Ë Ä Í2À Ç Î Â Â Æ Á Ä ¿ ² ½ ¬¹ÏÀ Å Â Â Ç Ë ÄÉ_¾Ì-È ² ¬b¹ZÀ Ç Î Â Â Æ Á ÄÉ8¾ÌLÇ ¿ ·
Their solution spaces are shown graphically in Figure 2. The offer §-º has the tem-
poral interval À Å Â Â Æ Á Ä as validity period, representing the office hours of a day. Each
guarantee of this offer is assigned a temporal subinterval which is included in the valid-
ity period, covering the overrall temporal interval. The first guarantee of §-º is valid at
times in À Å Â Â Ç È Ä . The second guarantee of §-º is valid at times in À Ç ËÂ Â Æ Á Ä .
Note the “ É ” operator is the logic implication with its usual meaning.
The first demand ¦ º has a unique requirement whose temporal subinterval is re-
garded to the overrall validity period À Å Â Â Ç Ë Ä . This demand is not defined at any other
time of a day.
The second demand ¦ » has a validity period composed of two subintervals À Å Â Â Ç Ë Ä
and À Ç Î Â Â Æ Á Ä so that each requirement is assigned to every subinterval.
3.2 Consistency
Checking a demand or offer for consistency allows to unveil whether they have inter-
nal contradictions or not along the times whenever it is defined. If temporality is taken
into account, consistency must also involve a checking of their validity periods. More-
over, since their requirements or guarantees can be also assigned one or more temporal
intervals, they should be included in the validity period in order to be considered as
consistent.
2 For the sake of simplicity, we are assuming a one-way matchmaking, i.e. demands only require
something from offers, and offers only guarantee something to demands, but not viceversa. The
interested reader is referred to [18] wherein a two-way matchmaking is presented.
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Fig. 2. Solution spaces of temporal-aware offers and demands
Note that it is also possible different demand requirements or offer guarantees have
to be fulfilled at the same time. Checking the consistency of conditions and validity
periods separately is not enough, but once validity periods have been checked, the con-
sistency of conjunction of all demands requirements or offer guarantees at any time of
the validity period has to be checked, as well.
Definition 7 (Consistency). A demand or offer ü is said to be consistent iff the projec-
tion over time of its corresponding CSP ý-þ equals its non-empty validity period.
ß         
ü
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For instance, consider the offer  in the previous example, and another offer 

defined on the same attributes and domains but with the following conditions:
 ﬁﬀ ﬂ ﬃ ﬃ   !"$#&%('ﬁ%() * ﬁﬀ   ﬃ ﬃ + , !"-.%('/%0# 1
Both of them are shown in Figure 3. Note that the offer  is consistent (see Figure
3.a) because there are no contradictory conditions at any time in the validity period.
However, the offer 
 is not consistent (see Figure 3.b) because at time     (marked
with an arrow) there exist two contradictory conditions, so that the solution space of
their conjuction at such a time is empty, and that point time is not included in the
projection. Therefore, since the projection does not equal the validity period, the offer

 is not consistent.
3.3 Conformance
Checking if an offer conforms to a demand allows to know whether the values guaran-
teed by a party (the offer from a provider) meet the values required by the other party
(the demand of a client) whenever the demand is defined. A non-temporal-aware offer
 and a non-temporal-aware demand 2 is said to be pessimistic-conformant iff the so-
lution space of ý
3 is a subset of the solution space of ý4 . In terms of CP, this can be
expressed by means of Marriott and Stuckey expression [14]:
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Fig. 3. Temporal-aware consistency
If temporality is taken into account, this checking must be carried out at any time of
the validity period of the demand. In Section 1, we have introduced the need of revising
the conformance notion, so that if an offer and a demand were defined exclusively
by their validity periods, then they would be considered as conformant iff the validity
period of the offer covered the validity period of the demand.
Definition 8 (Conformance). An offer z and a demand { are said to be conformant iff
the validity period of z covers the validity period of { , and the projection over time of
the CSP representing those solutions of z which are not a solution of { is disjoint to the
validity period of { .
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For instance, consider the offer z and the demand {  in the previous example,
together with the demands {  and {  whose definitions are:
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Their conformance relationships are shown in Figure 4. Note that the offer z is
not conformant to the demand {  (see Figure 4.a) because at ² © ® (marked with an
arrow) the solution space of the offer is not a subset of solution space of the demand.
Note this situation is detected by the above formula, because the time ¨ © ® belongs to
the projection over time of those solutions of z which are not included in the solution
space of the demand {  , and it is also included in its validity period  ³ . The offer z is
conformant to the demand {  (see Figure 4.b) because it is conformant at any time of its
validity period, covering it completely as well. Finally, the offer z is not conformant
to the demand {  (see Figure 4.c) because it does not cover its validity period since it
does not supply anything at  ± (marked with an arrow). The striped zones in Figure
4 represent the solution spaces of the negated CSP corresponding to the demands.
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Fig. 4. Temporal-aware conformance
3.4 Finding the Optimal Offers
The final goal of matchmaking is, given a demand, finding a conformant offer that
is optimal from the customer’s point of view. This task is interpreted as a contraint
satisfaction optimization problem (CSOP), which requires a preference order defined on
the offer set. It is usual to establish such an order by means of a weighted composition
of utility functions, whose general form is as follows:
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where each
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denotes a quality attribute, each
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@
its associated weight, and each
D>@
its
associated utility function ranging over
G I
9 J K
and describing how important the values
of attribute are for the client.
Definition 9 (Set of Optimal Offers). Let MON be a set of conformant offers to the
demand P , and
4
the assessment criteria given by an utility function, the set of optimal
offers, denoted as MRQ
N S T
, is constituted of those offers in MON which maximize 4 .
M
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where
465 W><
stands for the utility of the offer W given 4 .
In a non-temporal-aware context, the utility of an offer corresponds to the worst
case, that is to say, the utility of those values which minimize the utility function:
465 W><]=ba6c dfeO5 gEhE9 4Y<
If temporality is taken into account, utility functions can be dependent upon time,
so that quality attributes can have different utility values at distinct temporal intervals.
The utility of an offer is the average utility during the validity period of P :
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Fig. 5. Optimal selection with temporal-aware utility functions and offers
For instance, consider the offer Ä>Å in the previous example, and another offer ÄEÆ
defined on the same attributes and domains but with the following condition
Ç ÈÊÉÌË Í Î Î Ï Ð ÑRÒÓÏÕÔ×ÖØÔÚÙ Û
. Assume these offers are conformant to a demand Ü
whose validity period is
Ë Í Î Î Ï Ð Ñ
, so that the assessment criteria is given by the utility
function Ý in Figure 5. Note it gives different utility values for intervals
ÈÞÉHË Í Î Î ß à Ñ
and
ÈáÉHË ß â Î Î Ï Ð Ñ
. The set of optimal offers is ãRäå æ çHè
Ç
ÄEÆ
Û
, according to their utility values:
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ëíìHòOï
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The utility of Ä>Å is computed in this way. Note that the number of time points which
belongs to ó å is
ß Ù
. If
ÈáÉHË Í Î Î ß Ù Ñ (six time points) then Ö è Ù is given an utility of Ù ô â ,
if
È
è
ß à (one time point) then Ö è ß is given an utility of ß ô â , and if ÈbÉVË ß â Î Î Ï Ð Ñ
(another six time points) then Ö è ß is given an utility of ß ô Ù . The utility of ÄEÆ is
computed in a similar way.
3.5 Finding the Optimal Covering
Since it is possible that none of the available offers were conformant to a given demand
because they did not cover it, one could think of selecting several offers so that all
together are conformant to the demand, covering all the validity period. The covering
problem is to find such a set of offers, optimizing according to assessment criteria from
demand and other (optional) criteria, in order to adopt different strategies such as, for
example, to minimize the number of offers.
Definition 10 (Covering). Let Ü be a demand and ã a set of available offers3. ã is
said to be a covering set of Ü iff there exists (at least) a conformant offer in ã at any
time of the validity period of the demand.
õ ö ÷Yø ù ú û õ üfý þ>ú ß
é ã  Ü ê

È fÉ
ó
å
   Ä
É
ã 	
ø ü
fø û  üfß
é Ä     Ü    ê
where Ä   and Ü    stand for the offer Ä and the demand Ü at time È è È  , respec-
tively.
3 An offer is available iff it provides the functionality required by a demand.
For instance, consider the demand   whose valid period is  ﬁﬀﬃﬂ    ! " # and the
assessment criteria given by the utility function $ , and the offer %& in the previous
example, together with the following offers %' y %( which are also defined on the same
attributes and domains as %& , but with the following constraints:
)+* ,
ﬀ- ./0ﬂ    ! 1 #23! 4564&7 8 .9/0ﬂ ! !   ! " #:27 4564;:8 .9/0ﬂ ! <   = 1 #:23! 4564&7 >
)+* ?
ﬀ@- .9/0ﬂ    ! 1 #23! 4564&= 8 .9/0ﬂ ! !   = 1 #:2A; 4564&" >
The demand and offers are shown in Figure 6. None of them is conformant to the
given demand, but if it were possible to join two (or more) of them, then one would be
able to build a conformant offer, i.e. the so-called covering set of a demand.
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Fig. 6. Covering and temporal-awareness
Figure 6 shows the covering set of   which is constituted by the offers - %& 8 %( >
(marked with the arrows). It is a covering set because at any time of   there exist (at
least) a conformant offer:
.9/0ﬂ    ! 1 #:A%&  .9/ﬂ ! !   ! 7 #:A%& 8 %(  ./0ﬂ ! ;:  ! " #:A%(
The sets of offers - %& 8 %' > and - %& 8 %' 8 %( > also conform a covering set of the demand.
However, the set of offers - %' 8 %( > is not a covering set, because at time ./@ﬂ    ! 1 #
there is no offer conformant to the demand.
Among all the covering sets which can be conformed from a set of offers, one should
be able to select the best one. Therefore, we need to compute their utility according to
assessment criteria attached to a demand.
Let  be a covering set of the demand   , and $ the utility function of   , the utility
of a covering set is given by the aggregation of maximum utilities at any time in the
validity period of   :
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where 
´
¢ µ¶¢ £ is the subset of offers in  which are conformant to  at time .9ﬀ·.:¸ :
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For instance, consider the set of offers ÃÅÄÇÆ È&É , ÈÊ , ÈË } available to the demand
Ì
É , whose assessment criteria is Í , in the previous example, the utility values of the
covering sets of
Ì
É are:
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The utility of the covering Æ È&É Ï ÈË Ð is computed in this way. Note that the number
of time points which belongs to Þß is Ú . If à9áâ Ü Ù Ù
×
Ø ã (three time points) then the offer
È&É has the conformant value äÄ
Õ
which is given an utility of
Õ å æ
, if à@áçâ
× ×
Ù Ù
× Õ
ã
(three time points) then both offers are conformant, but the best one is ÈË because it
offers a conformant value äçÄ»Û which is given an utility of Û
å æ
whereas È&É has a
conformant value ä@Ä
Õ
which is given a worse utility of
Õ å æ
, if àÄ
×
Û (one time
point) then the offer ÈË has the conformant value äÄÅÛ which is given an utility of
Û
å æ
, and if à9Ä
× æ
(another one time point) then the offer ÈË has the conformant value
äÄ·Û which is given an utility of
×
. The utility of the remaining coverings is computed
in a similar way.
Definition 11 (Set of Optimal Coverings). Let Ì be a demand, Í an utility function as
assessment criteria, and Ãè
ß
the set of all coverings given a set of available offers. The
set of optimal coverings, denoted as Ã
è
ß é ê
, is constituted of those covering sets which
maximize the utility function Í .
Ãè
ß é ê
Ä@Æ ÃçáÃè
ßë ì
Ãíá0Ãè
ß·î
ÍÎ ÃÑïÍÎ Ãí Ñ Ð
Given the offers and demand in the previous example, the set of optimal coverings
is Æ Æ È&É Ï ÈË Ð Ï Æ È&É Ï ÈÊ Ï ÈË Ð Ð .
Note that these covering sets have the same utility, although the latter seems to be
redundant because values from ÈË override those from ÈÊ . We can establish a pref-
erence order by means of any secondary assessment criteria, for example, by min-
imizing the number of offers. In this case, the optimal subset regarding ð9ñ ò&ó ô&ó of
Æ Æ È&É Ï ÈË Ð Ï Æ È&É Ï ÈÊ Ï ÈË Ð Ð is Æ Æ È&É Ï ÈË Ð Ð .
4 Related Work
Figure 7 shows a brief comparison among related proposals, showing their characteris-
tics on temporality at a first sight. Because of the limited extension of this paper, this
section is devoted solely to temporal–aware proposals. A broader outline, which also
includes the non–temporal–aware proposals, is available in [15, 18].
Note that our point of view is different from the perspective of service workflows,
which is interested in the problem of finding an optimal execution plan of services in
the context of a workflow [24]. We are interested in the procurement of web services
whose demands and offers are temporal–aware. Of course, the workflow issue is very
related to our problem, and they can be studied as a whole.
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Fig. 7. A comparison among temporal–aware proposals
4.1 Proposals based on Ad-hoc Formalisms
These proposals do not have any formalism for temporal specifications, such as the
UDDI Extension [20] and the WS-QoS ontology [22]. In general, they only allow to
define an unique validity period for an entire demand or offer.
Fortunately, other proposals do allow to assign a validity period to every condition
of a demand or an offer, such as the IBM WSLA Web Services Level Agreement lan-
guage [6, 11] and the WSOL Web Service Offerings Language [23]. The HP WSML Web
Services Level Agreement Management language [19] allows to specify both a single
validity period for the entire agreement and also a periodic temporal interval to every
condition. Both WSLA and WSML languages allow validity periods to be composed of
multiple sub-intervals in distinct, limited ways as well.
4.2 Proposals based on Semantic Web
These proposals are based on formalisms of the semantic web, having a much greater
deal of expressiveness. The OWL+TIME Ontology [9, 10] is a very expressive language
which is used by semantic-web-based approaches of WSP, such as the Web Ontology
Language - Services (OWL-S) [2, 13, 16].
However, having a greater deal of expressiveness leads to several computation prob-
lems of the Description Logics (DL) reasoners able to reason about such temporal speci-
fications. As a matter of fact, in logics there exist a tradeoff between expressiveness and
the computability of reasoning procedures [12], so the more expressive temporal DL
languages are known to be undecidable, that is to say, there is no algorithm for comput-
ing the satisfiability of a DL specification. Most of temporal DL reasoners overcome
this problem by making the language less expressive, or treating the time as a concrete
domain in order to use hibrid reasoners so that temporal specifications are processed by
external solvers, such as the CSP solvers. In general, both (1) the reasoning on less ex-
pressive temporal DL specifications, or (2) solving a CSP, are known to be NP-complete
[1].
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented an approach to add temporal–awareness to WSP by
using CP, which endows our proposal with a declarative way to specify demands and
offers so that the procurement tasks can be carried out by means of constraint satisfac-
tion problems. We have introduced the notion of covering of a demand. We have also
shown the need to review the semantics of procurement tasks if temporality is taken
into account, and proposed a rigorous definition for them.
Our approach allows to specify a global validity period for a demand or an offer,
and other validity periods which can be periodical or not, or composed of multiple
intervals. These validity periods can be assigned to different conditions of the demand
or the offer. Utility functions can be temporal–aware too, so that different utility values
for a quality attribute can be defined at distinct time periods. The expressiveness of our
approach is similar to semantic web–based proposals, though their major drawback is
the undecidable nature of more complex temporal DL languages.
For future work, we are currently finishing the development of a proof–of–concept
implementation, by adapting the prototype introduced in [18] so that it becomes tempo-
ral–aware. At operational level, consistency, conformance, and optimality have not to
be computed at every time point of validity periods, just as they were defined in theory.
A pre–processing step is needed in order to get the concrete time intervals of interest,
then such tasks can be carried out on such time intervals.
Experiments need to be carried out in order to characterize the complexity of tempo-
ral–aware procurement tasks. As a result, it is expected to know what kind of temporal
expressions to avoid because of their impact on the exponential behavior of CSP solv-
ing.
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